As Thomas enters the platform, Harold will "fly" him up.

Note: Thomas should move forward in the direction of the arrow.

Thomas rolls down the steep ramp, then soars over the gap and lands on the other side. Before Thomas arrives, tip the hopper so the barrel falls onto the tracks.

Thomas pushes the barrel through the barricade and into the cargo loading area.

Harold can detach from the playset and you can hang the barrel from his hook.

Attach Harold as shown. Ensure the tabs on the underside of Harold fit into the top of the overhang.

Track Layout

How to Play

(Thomas should move forward in the direction as shown.)

Load the barrel into the hopper.

Pull the platform down and connect it with the spiral track, as shown (click or snap in place).

As Thomas approaches the platform, Harold will "fly" him up.

Thomas rolls down the ramp, then moves over the gap and lands on the other side.

Harold then pushes the barrel on the track until it hits the switch.

Protect the environment by not disposing of this product with household waste (2012/19/EU).

Check your local authority for recycling advice and facilities.

Note: Arrows connect to lower track.

Note: Start track assembly here.

Note: " show steps associated with lower level; " show steps associated with upper level.

Note: Start track assembly here.